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AIR FERIGHT

AIR CARGO KEY FEATURES :-

Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd has gained expertise in offering Air express
 services by ensuring the customer's need served with highly reliability and flexibility, 
high performance ratings & strong dedication to delivery makes Trialliance Global 
Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd Air Cargo a preferred service provider.

OurOur Air Cargo service can be easily customized accordingly to Clients requirement 
having smaller or heavy loads to deliver anywhere in the country, these could be small 
business shipments, samples, promotional items or personal items served

door-to-door delivery or pick up good, all as per clients requirement & convenience. 

Door-to-Door Pickup/Delivery.

24/7 Dedicated customer support.

Holidays & Sunday Pickup/Delivery.

e-billing & e-POD.

Door-to-Airport-to Door.

Online track-n-trace, Email & SMS update.

Hazardous goods HandlingHazardous goods Handling

Large supply chain network.

Same day delivery.

Competitive rates.

Accurate & Friendly service.

Octroi Clearance.

Diplomat service.



Full-container-load (FCL)

Less-than-container-load (LCL)

Multimodal Transportation by Sea/Air/Road

Worldwide Delivery Service

Dry or liquid bulk shipments

Refrigerated Services for perishable products

Freight Insurance and packaging optionsFreight Insurance and packaging options

Cargo Tracking System

SEA FREIGHT KEY FEATURES :-

SEA FERIGHT
On Sea Freight is concerned, we have very good tie-up with prime carriers. Hence, we 
can offer you a competitive global contract rates both for LCL and FCL. With no 
restrictions in the size and weight of the cargo, we provide a full array of ocean freight 
forwarding services right from door to door pick up, advance tracking technology and 
managing shipping documents..the world.

Our experienced team members are trained to guide you through the complexities of 
international shipping. We offer tailored programs to meet our customers' full 
containercontainer load (FCL) and less than container load (LCL) requirements and 
transportation cost objectives. 

Our services include flexible shipment tracking, purchase order management and 
space protection during periods of high demand. We have excellent relationships 
with shipping lines thus helping us provide the best value for money for our
customers 



LAND FREIGHT KEY FEATURES :-

TRUCKING & DELIVERY
Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd is engaged in offering reliable & efficient Road 
expressservices with seamless connectivity through our dedicated fleet of trucks all 
over INDIA.

We at Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd, provide you fully comprehensive
 package based on the proper analysis of your needs and requirements. We keep the 
complete process easy & transparent by keeping our transit time as good as possible
WithWith safety and security for all your sensitive & critical shipments, we ensure that your 
goods are properly and neatly packed and delivered on time at the desired location..

Door-to-Door Pickup/Delivery.

Best & fastest transit time..

Holidays & Sunday Pickup/Delivery.

e-billing & e-POD.

Time bound deliveries.

On time delivery guaranteed.

Large Fleet of express.Large Fleet of express.

We provide you with the best possible & cost effective solution.

Economical and efficient way to deliver your shipments, anywhere across 

the country.

24/7 Dedicated & highly efficient team to take care of your every shipments

 & queries.

Advanced tracking facility with Email & SMS update.

Advanced GPS system enabled vehicles.Advanced GPS system enabled vehicles.



CUSTOMS CLEARENCE
Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd offers customs clearance services both for
 imports, as well as exports at all major international ports, airports and ICDs. We have 
our own Custom House Agent License and offering custom clearance procedures.The 
services includes Import customs Clearance, rate of duty, preparation of bills of entry, 
processing the customs clearance, assessment, customs examination and obtaining 
customs out of charge and arranging dispatch, delivery to the destination.

ClearanceClearance services on offer are progressively on electronic data interchange 
including receipt of soft copy shipping documents and their transference of bills of 
entry and shipping bill.

Contract Warehousing

Deconsolidation and Consolidation

Distribution Center Bypass

Wide range of products handled including plastics, medical supplies, electronics,

automotive, food products, consumer goods, steel sheets, steel coils, lumber, 

paper rolls, metal ingots, as well as rebar and other material.

DistributionDistribution

Fulfillment / Pick and Pack

Merge In Transit

We run and manage all operations with an industry proven Warehouse 

Management System (WMS) with a whole host of capabilities including 

EDI and web access.

CUSTOMS CLEARENCE KEY FEATURES :-



WAREHOUSING DISTRIBUTION
Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd provides warehousing and distribution centers 
for companies with a need for a high-performance, yet flexible infrastructure. 
Through our shared logistics capabilities, our customers gain the benefits of our
customized services.

We offer real-time access to inventory status using a simple, intuitive method in 
managingmanaging your inventory. Our state of the art system includes bar code scanning, 
compliance labeling, space optimization and value-added support services. We offer 
a wide variety of warehousing, distribution, and value-added services designed to 
speed up your supply chain as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible.

Contract Warehousing

Deconsolidation and Consolidation

Distribution Center Bypass

Wide range of products handled including plastics, medical supplies, electronics, 

automotive, food products, consumer goods, steel sheets, steel coils, lumber, 

paper rolls, metal ingots, as well as rebar and other material.

DistributionDistribution

Fulfillment / Pick and Pack

Merge In Transit

We run and manage all operations with an industry proven Warehouse 

Management System (WMS) with a whole host of capabilities including 

EDI and web access.

STORAGE & WAREHOUSING KEY FEATURES :-



CARGO INSURANCE KEY FEATURES :-

CARGO INSURANCE
Cargo Insurance covers loss and / or damage of cargo while it is in transit between the 
points of origin and final destination. Goods may be transported by sea, air, or land.

Cargo Insurance is essential for businesses engaging in international trade, 
especially those shipping large quantities of goods by boat. Specific terms and 
benefits vary widely across the world and many Cargo Insurance Policies are custom 
tailored for specific shipments, but a few general principles apply to the entire
industry. 

Different types of Cargo Insurance exist. Policies are available to protect the goods Different types of Cargo Insurance exist. Policies are available to protect the goods 
while in transit on the ship, but damage can occur while the ship is in port, while the 
goods are in transit to the warehouse or while at the warehouse itself.

Comprehensive all-risks coverage

Flexible coverage options available

Worldwide claims survey and settlement assistance

Extensions for riots and strikes, perils etc.

Customized covers suitable for your needs

Attractive discounts 

Worldwide claims survey and settlement assistanceWorldwide claims survey and settlement assistance

Network of surveyors all over the country

Customized and innovative covers based on your needs

Extensions for multi-transit, incidental storage, FOB, riot and strikes perils etc.

Discounts for voluntary higher excess, lesser distance, etc



PORT HANDLING KEY FEATURES :-

PORT HANDLING
With our fast and reliable scheduled container services, we can provide your Cargo 
with excellent connections to ports around the world. 

We meet the challenges faced by the requirements of each NVOCC Principal as well 
as managing local regulatory requirements and port filing requirements. We, as a 
NVOCC, sign contracts with Shipping Lines to guarantee the shipment of a certain 
number of units each year.

InIn return, the Shipping Line offers favorable service with best ocean freight rates to 
the NVOCC. Our objective is efficiency and client satisfaction. We accomplish this
objective with our skilled and professional operations team, which possesses the
experience and knowledge to handle International transportation of cargo in various 
container sizes & configurations around the worldwhich possesses the experience 
and knowledge to handle International transportation of cargo in various container 
sizes & configurations around the world.

Planning of the project together with supplier.

Working out study reports of project sites worldwide.

Providing overall transportation budgets.

Establishing the logistics of transportation overall.

Issuing packing / shipping instructions to subcontractors.

Tracing and expediting shipments worldwide.

Nominating vessels / aircrafts and booking cargo with ocean / air carriers.Nominating vessels / aircrafts and booking cargo with ocean / air carriers.

Supervision of loading and discharge in ports of call in associations with our 

partners worldwide.

Delivery from destination port to job site.



Cost efficient and highly Professional cargo handling

Efficient tally and supervision of cargo discharge / load

Competiive rates 

Continuous management at every stage of the shipment

Tie-downs and 

Freight recocery services  

Hezardous Shipment handling.Hezardous Shipment handling.

Over size / Over weight cargo handling

Special permit requirements

Charter services

At , known for break bulk cargo services, we 

specialize in a variety of quality charter services. With our flexible & comprehensive 

service quality, we always make sure that the requirements of our customers are 

catered efficiently.

Owing to our best in class service quality and timely delivery of the consignment, we 

have established ourselves as one of the leading break bulk cargo charter services

providers in India.

WeWe have a team of well-trained team members & professionals fully versed with the 

complexities of the break bulk cargo world, and thus provide the reliable services to 

our clients at most genuine prices. At  , we have 

the best solution for each of your break bulk requirements with our best charter 

services. tribution, your company can focus its time and money on what really matters 

in your industry instead of wasting valuable resources on logistics.

 



ENERGY, OIL AND GAS

ENERGY, OIL AND GAS KEY FEATURES :-

The gas and oil industry relies on shipping companies and third party logistics
providers to move complicated freight shipments around the world. Gas logistics 
usually involves shipments to remote parts of the globe, which can involve shipping 
heavy gas equipment and following strict safety guidelines. It also involves complying 
with strict regulations in the US and overseas. With the volatile price of oil and gas, it's 
more essential than ever to find a cost-effective logistics and shipping solutions 
partnerpartner that knows how to move your equipment and supplies as efficiently and
economically as possible.

Whether you need to transport piping, drilling rigs, refinery equipment, replacement 
parts or anything else that needs to be moved across the country or around the world 
in a hurry, Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd can provide the oil logistics and
transport services necessary to get your supplies or products where they need to be in 
record time. Trialliance Global Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd even provides heavy haul and 
projectproject cargo services for your complex shipments, and we have the capabilities to
move supplies by land, air, sea, rail or multi-modal transport. 

Upstream Sector: covering Oil and Gas exploration & development

covering Oil transportation & Gas transmission

Gas processing LNG/CNG/GTL 

Derivative processing , production and Oil refining.

3. Downstream Sector , covering Gas distribution and sale Petroleum product

distribution & storage; and Petroleum product retail. 

Gases have neither definite shape nor definite volume. They expand to the sizeGases have neither definite shape nor definite volume. They expand to the size

of their container.

Gases are fluid, and flow easily.

Gases have low density, unless compressed



BRANCH OFFICES


